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Editorial 
Dear readers,
Before you is the fourth issue of the Magazine Illuminatio/Svjetionik/Almanar. 
 In this issue, the pen of academician Mehmed Akšamija offers you a continuation of his analysis of 
the work of art (qadar/ṣināʿat) within the Islamic worldview. By his analysis and setting boundaries 
in accordance with the recognized authorities of "Islamic art", Akšamija, for the first time, clearly 
defines the modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse, modalities that are undoubtedly based on 
Islamic sources (ar. al-marjaʿ or al-maṣdar).
 Great ideas that push the boundaries of cognition, especially in art, are not immediately 
understandable to all, but over time they become standard values among those who understand 
the art, as one of the highest degrees of human spirituality.
 Subscribers to our Magazine may feel privileged for the opportunity to be able to grasp the 
essence of “Islamic Art” through an original-innovative thesis of qadar/ṣināʿat, which is not art 
for art’s sake, but the "precise work" of the artist, who perfects his artistic craft (ṣināʿat) for 
nothing else but to come closer via the divine spirit in himself to the absolute being of God. Hence, 
Akšamija's notion of “Homo Islamicus" is unique. "Homo Islamicus" belongs neither to the Orient 
nor to the Occident but to God. Indeed, Akšamija's "Homo Islamicus" is like a living monument, 
neither Eastern nor Western, whose art (qadar/ṣināʿat) almost shines even if the pen does not 
touch it. It is art over art.
 Certainly, after Akšamija's texts in the series entitled QADAR / SINA´AT - A Product of the Classical-
Traditional Relationship to the Qur'an, Sunnah and Ḥadīth, the reading and understanding of 
Islamic art must change in a way that it should be understood and appreciated  that "Islamic Art" is 
not and cannot be subsumed under the rules of reading and understanding the art of the Western 
world, the art that has neither that spirit nor that form of Islamic Art, such as qadar/ṣināʿat in the 
work of "Homo Islamicus".
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 Based on the guiding idea of our Magazine on tasdīq, the confirmation of proven traditions 
and tajdīd, the renewal of progressive thought, in this issue we illuminate a fundamental and 
progressive understanding of faith and morals. It is about an understanding of word, which was 
at the beginning and which will eventually be a witness to the state of man's spirit, soul, heart 
and mind. In the beginning it was the word of God as a debt, dīn, to man, and in the end, it will 
be man’s dīn, a debt to God to understand (fiqh) the word of God. Hence the classical Muslim 
scholars, ʿulemāʼ, knew that the fundamental understanding of God’s word of tawḥīd, monotheism, 
is the highest degree of faith and morality, al-fiqh al-akbar. Analogous to this classical syntagm, 
the need for a new syntagm logically arises, and that is al-fiqh al-afḍal, the best application of 
religious and legal norms in human life.
 As a confirmation of the idea of the best application of religious and legal norms (al-fiqh al-afḍal) 
based on a fundamental understanding of the Qur'anic Sharīʿah1, in this issue we bring an authorized 
article from the current Bosnian Grand Mufti dr. Hussein Kavazović on the influence of the Qur'anic 
Sharīʿah on European or Western legal thought.
 After a lengthy review of the history of England with a special attention to the development of 
Anglo-Saxon law, the Grand Mufti dr. Kavazović points us to the historical encounter of Anglo-Saxon 
common law with Sharīʿah legal thought in Sicily. Namely, in the long period of his reign, King Henry 
II of England (1133 - 1189) introduced the system of jury into Anglo-Saxon court practice. Thanks 
to historian John A. Makdisi, who focused his research on Islamic roots in English or Anglo-Saxon 
common law, we learn that the jury system in court practice originated from the Sharīʿah Law, 
more precisely from the Maliki Islamic School of Law under the Arabic term lafīf (sum of different 
elements). The jury system, lafīf, had been developed between the 8th and 11th centuries in the 
medieval Islamic world, especially in North Africa, Islamic Spain, and particularly in the Islamic 
Emirate of Sicily. The reason for the lafīf system was because of frequent thefts and crime in Sicily, 
where, it can be said, the mafia had upper hand. The word "mafia" is of Arabic origin: mā fīhi, 
which means "there is nothing" or "no one is to be blamed." In the process of proving the crime in 
Sicily at that time, it was not possible to prove the guilt of the thief and the criminal because the 
obvious witnesses were mostly thieves and criminals as well as suspects. Therefore, the lawyers 
of the Maliki school came up with the idea of establishing a system of lafīf, jury of 12 jurors from 
different tribes and backgrounds to hear witnesses and reach a unanimous opinion on the possible 
guilt or innocence of the accused. Based on the decision of the lafīf, jury, the qāḍī, i.e., the judge 
rendered his final court verdict.
 It is known that Thomas Brun or Brown travelled to Sicily as a child. His name is mentioned in 
Sicily around 1130. Thomas was a magistar  (ar. qāʼid) of the Royal Diwan during the reign of Roger 
II. It is also known that he had a secretary named Othman. After the succession of William I in 1154, 
Thomas was removed from office (probably by Emir Mai of Bari) and returned to England, where he 
worked as an almoner for Henry II.
 It is also known that Henry II established the Anglo-Saxon common law in the twelfth century. This 
resulted in revolutionary changes in the English legal system, especially in the criminal procedure 
1 We emphasize the attribute of the "Qur'anic" Sharīʿah because the Islamic tradition recognizes the existence of the Tawrat (Old 
Testament) and Injil (New Testament) Sharīʿah. Conditionally speaking, it is about Musa, Isa and Muhammad's, a.s., Sharīʿah.
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system. Professor John Makdisi reveals that the legal endeavour of Henry II was strongly influenced 
by Islamic legal institutions from Sicily.
 The debt of Anglo-Saxon law to the Sharīʿah law regarding the jury system in a criminal persecution 
has been particularly evident in the criminal proceedings against American police officer Derek 
Chauvin for the murder of black man George Floyd. Namely, on that occasion, there was a public 
debate in America about the selection of the jurors in the case of George Floyd due to possible 
bias. What is interesting to us here is that in that debate it was revealed that the idea of jury 
system in criminal proceedings has its origins in Sharīʿah law, which caused for some a great shock 
and disbelief as to whether this was possible. When I forwarded a video clip from CNN about that 
debate to the Grand Mufti dr. Kavazović, he replied that he "has a written article on the subject of 
lafīf and early English law during the period of Henry II."
 Of course, we agreed to publish this article in our Magazine, which is looking for new and fresh ideas 
that illuminate the spirit and mind.
 Islam is essentially a nomocracy, a "rule of law," but law is not complete without ethics. Often 
what is legally valid is not necessarily ethically correct. Law requires knowledge of legal norms, and 
ethics requires the exercise of mind and heart. Therefore, the Islamic spiritual tradition inherits 
Sufism or mysticism, which aims to penetrate the secrets of the spirit and heart.
 In the splendor of the Sufi or dervish offer, Hamza Halitović reminds us of the Bektashi spiritual 
path, which was very widespread and influential throughout the Ottoman Empire. In the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, Bektashi teachings were widespread throughout the Balkans. Halitović 
emphasizes that since Bosniaks were very active participants in all events in the Ottoman Empire, 
especially in the cultural field, some of them also contributed to Bektashi literature.
 Of course, the orthodox Muslim ʿulemāʼ has the right to be critical of some Sufi-dervish deviant 
behaviors, including the Bektashi dervish order, but no one can erase their historical trace and 
activities. Halitović used the seven hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the death of Hajji Bektash 
Veli to remind us of the Bektashis, who had their ups and downs, but their spiritual poetry survived 
here in Bosnia.
 Enes Karić also reminds us of another jubilee anniversary, which is very important to us. It is 
seven hundred years since the death of Dante Alighieri, an Italian poet who left an indelible mark 
on the European and world literary stage. Dante concerns us because he was concerned with our 
Islamic spirituality in the personality and deeds the Prophet Muhammad, a.s. Karić noticed this 
and that is why we are publishing his article in this issue. Karić explains to us why Dante, in his 
work Divine Comedy, assigned a place in hell to the Prophet Muhammad, a.s. Karić's article deals 
with issues of sources and literature, which are primarily medieval and which influenced Dante 
in forming his general notion of Islam and Muhammad, a. s. In fact, Karić makes it known urbi et 
orbi that even after Dante, the medieval, mostly negative, and very often xenophobic treatment of 
Islam and Muhammad did not stop in Europe. Nevertheless, Karić warns that a distinction should 
be made between Dante, who speaks/sings in his own name, and the tolerant and dialogically 
oriented European Christianity towards Islam and Muslims in Europe and the world.
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 In this fourth issue of our/your Magazine, we publish an interesting review by Šaćir Filandra. 
Filandra on the relationship between communist ideology and religion in the former socialist 
Yugoslavia, with a special focus on Islam and the institution of the Islamic Community. Of course, 
it is important to understand the past, especially the recent past, in order to rule the present and 
project the future in the sense that we do not repeat the mistakes of the past. It is possible that 
some will feel nostalgia for the past as they read this Filandra’s text, but certainly all readers can 
be enriched by new insights into what Islam and the institution of the Islamic Community meant in 
preserving the Bosniak/Bosnian spiritual, national and state identity.
 In this issue, Ekrem Tucaković brings us a review of a book by Hikmet Karčić: Derviš M. Korkut: A 
Biography: Rescuer of the Sarajevo Haggadah.
 By choosing the book for a review, Tucaković hit the goal of the mission of our Magazine, which 
is to promote righteous people, whoever and wherever they are. It is our pleasure and honour 
that one of these righteous people was our man Derviš M. Korkut, to whom, again our man, Hikmet 
Karčić, paid due attention.
 Dear readers,
We hope you will enjoy reading this fourth issue of our/your Magazine as well!
Thank you for your trust and support so far!
As before, we remain open to your praise and criticism.
Dr. Mustafa Cerić, Editor-in-chief
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